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ABSTRACT

The authors of the article analyze the concept “electronic environment”. Having studied a range of academic literature sources and other sources, the authors of the article have drawn a conclusion that the academic writings do not provide a definition of “electronic environment”. Furthermore, the various opinions among specialists regarding this concept often differ. Meanwhile, there are several explanations of the term “cyberspace” overlapping the concept of “electronic environment”, and these terms are often believed to be synonyms. To understand what the term “electronic environment” means and to properly and correctly employ this concept in entrepreneurship, the authors have performed a lexicographic analysis of this concept by comparing reciprocal concepts. As a result of the research, the authors propose their view on what, in their opinion, “electronic environment” is and what its connection to the concept “cyberspace” is. The topicality of the article lies in the fact that often entrepreneurs and specialists of public and other institutions, when using these terms, imply completely different concepts. It can lead to misunderstanding and misinterpreting the information, as well as to encumbering the understanding of tasks, problems, etc..
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1. INTRODUCTION

The aim of the article is to analyze and evaluate the concept “electronic environment”. On a daily basis, this concept is used by entrepreneurs, public and European institutions, consumers, and other market participants. Electronic environment is closely linked to the electronic market activities, as well as to e-marketing and e-business. All of these elements are an intrinsic part of the modern-day business, fostering sustainable entrepreneurship development. The electronic market at this time is the biggest of the existing markets; moreover, its development is progressing quickly.

In the article, the authors employed various research methods – both qualitative and quantitative: bibliography sources, a lexicographic analysis, the focus group method, etc. The theoretical and practical foundation of the article is based on materials and publications in mass media, including internet resources.

2. ELECTRONIC MARKET AND BUSINESS

Small and medium enterprises (SMEs) in domestic regional markets hold a considerable potential for creating new jobs [1].

SMEs proportion in the overall number of EU companies amounts to 99.8 % [2]. The Europe 2020 strategy has designated an important role to SMEs in creating a healthy European economy. They are at the center of strategic attention [3].

Meanwhile, the EU economic development is closely linked to the e-market development, which is proven by the recent press release of the European Commission “Stimulating growth and employment: an action plan for doubling the volume of e-commerce in Europe by 2015”.

The press release states that “The Internet economy creates 2.6 jobs for every “off-line” job lost, and offers a better choice to consumers, including those in rural and isolated areas. The gains brought by lower online prices and a wider choice of available products and services are estimated at EUR 11.7 billion, equivalent to 0.12 % of European GDP. If 15 % of retail sales were e-commerce and the obstacles to the internal market were removed, the gains for consumers might be as much as EUR 204 billion, or 1.7 % of European GDP. The European Commission finds, however, that there are many obstacles preventing consumers and businesses from investing fully in online services: ignorance or uncertainty about the applicable rules, offers that lack transparency and are hard to compare, and payments and modes of delivery that are often expensive and unsuitable.

That is why, as part of the “Digital Agenda” and the “Single Market Act” and in response to the request from the European Council to submit a roadmap for the completion of the Digital Single Market by 2012, the Commission has today adopted a Communication presenting 16 targeted initiatives aimed at doubling the share of e-commerce in retail sales (currently 3.4 %) and that of the Internet sector in European GDP (currently less than 3 %) by 2015. By that year online trade and services could account for more than 20 % of growth and net job creation in some Member States (such as France, Germany, the United Kingdom and Sweden).
Michel Barnier, Commissioner for the Internal Market, Neelie Kroes, Commission Vice-President responsible for the Digital Agenda, and John Dalli, Commissioner for Consumer Policy, expressed their ambitious objective in these terms: “In the difficult circumstances facing Europe we must seize every source of activity and new jobs as a matter of urgency. The action plan we are presenting today will create new opportunities for citizens and businesses and will bring Europe much-needed growth and employment. It aims to remove the obstacles which until now have frustrated the development of Europe's Internet economy.” [4].

All of the aforementioned points to the great importance of the electronic environment in business development within the European Union, including Latvia.

A study of the entrepreneurial use of e-environment by Latvian business in 2012


The aim of the survey performed by the authors was to find out, which e-environment tools companies are using, what their intensity of use is, and what their skills to handle them are. In the survey, the level of entrepreneurs’ knowledge and attitude towards e-environment tools in general was elucidated. Altogether, 526 respondents took part in the study.

The survey questionnaire consists of three question blocks. Each block includes several questions forming the information source for performing the study. The first block of questions includes questions related to the use of e-environment tools in entrepreneurship – frequency, regularity, intensity, aims of use, etc. The second block of questions is dedicated to the companies’ or entrepreneurs’ digital knowledge level, knowledge of e-environment tools, their potential, and use for entrepreneurial aims. The third block consists of structural questions – finding out the size, field of operations, period of operations of the company, etc.

The survey results show that e-mail and website analyzer are the most popular e-environment tools, as they are used by 95 % of all respondents, followed by the next popular tool – a company’s website used by 68 % respondents, communication tools (for example, Skype, MSN etc.) – used by 63 % of companies. Social internet networks are used for entrepreneurial needs by 57 % of surveyed companies. E-government services, including the electronic tax reporting system is used by 44 % respondents. Generally, well-known e-environment tools are among those that are included in the company’s toolbox, while a considerably smaller part of companies use less known tools. E-survey websites are used most intensively among the respondents (8.90 out of 10), and sites for posting presentations and images are actively used as well (8.69 out of 10). The survey results indicate to intensive use of the following tools: e-sale websites (8.46 out of 10), a company’s internet website (8.40), a corporate blog (8.37 out of 10), e-training (8.27 out of 10). The survey results point to the fact that companies are actively employing various selling and communication tools. Among the most popular aims of using e-environment tools are the following:

- E-mail – for communication with employees, clients, and potential clients (93 %);
- Communication tools – for communication with employees, clients, and potential clients (59 %).

Upon summarizing answers to this question, the authors conclude that companies are employing a very narrow range of e-environment tools for rather specific aims. It is most likely linked to the lack of awareness among companies about the e-environment tools as such and about the different uses of these tools. Companies are only informed about the traditional aims of e-tool application. However, currently, nearly all e-environment tools can be used not only for direct, several aims. For instance, payments, purchases can be made, and other activities can be carried out using social networks. It has become possible owing to IT development and convergence of e-environment tools.

Based on the study results, the authors conclude that overall companies are using e-environment tools. There is obvious lack of awareness and poor knowledge of entrepreneurs about the application of e-environment tools in business. A positive conclusion is that SMEs understand that e-environment tools can be used to replace / supplement the insufficient or lacking resources. Companies also are willing to gain knowledge and learn how to use e-environment tools for entrepreneurship needs. Several answers point to partial acceptance of e-environment tools among company managers and employees, and that is an obstacle for proper application of these tools.

3. ELECTRONIC ENVIRONMENT ANALYSIS

To understand the concept “electronic environment” and to shape one’s opinion on its essence, the authors of the article have performed a lexicographic analysis of the concept, by studying the concept “electronic environment” as such, as well as mutually related concepts.

Electronic environment

The authors of the article have summarized statements, opinions, remarks etc. referring to the concept “electronic environment”:

1. Some quotes from the EU regulatory enactments available on Eurolex database:

  “…posting on the Internet or installation in any other electronic medium…” “…data processing takes place in an electronic environment where internal borders between the member states have become less relevant…” “…must be included in a document or an electronic environment…” “…and they are prepared in advance as forms – either in paper format or in an electronic environment…” [5].

2. Phenomenon of electronic environment.

  “Electronic environment enters everything; without it, complex systems would not function. Electronic environment is not a substitute for life. It is a part of life, a satellite, a shadow that is difficult to get rid of. We can carry over any vice to the virtual world, we can turn it into an arena of wars and utopias, superstition and fantasy, you can even try to use the virtual environment as a real warfare tool, but the world of nature, people, and culture, though suffering from it, will not cease to exist in its crude reality,
history, and evolution. However, its existence can no longer be imagined without the electronic environment.” [6].

3. Segmentation of the e-environment market

Division of goods and services, buyers and consumers of goods and services, or of companies operating in e-environment into specific groups according to specific criteria, to which specific marketing methods can be applied [7].

4. Analogue and electronic environment

Differences between the electronic environment and analogue environment are of qualitative nature, and the scope of these differences corresponds to the difference between analytical and imaginative (creative) thinking.

The analogue environment of existence (being, subsistence) – a system of subjects (people), which interacts on the grounds of regulations of processing, storing, and transmitting socially defined informal (language, traditions, customs etc.) and formalized (regulatory – legislative basis) information (represented in a figural form).

Electronic existence (being, subsistence) environment – a system of objects (computing technologies, technical and programming means), which interact on the grounds of formal digital information processing, storage, and transmission rules (architecture, standards, machinery parameters, programming languages, etc.), based on objective logical rules. [8].

5. Electronic environment development (IT technologies).

Electronic environment development is focused on an analysis of how the electronic environment (functional combination of hardware and integrated software in the real world, i.e. chains, prototypes, or product combinations) operate with regard to their components, subsystems, and software, and how these components can be selected.

The subsystems are pieced together, hardware and software is tested, in order to ensure that the electronic environment functions in accordance with harmonized specifications. [9].

Authors of the article believe that the word for “environment” in Latvian (“vidus”) etymologically derives from the word “vidē” (“the center”), but in essence it has an opposite meaning, i.e. everything that surrounds the center (that surrounds me). In this meaning “environment” is used within a context together with its descriptive adjective (what environment? – electronic environment, natural environment, etc.).

Virtual reality [10]

Virtual reality – is an artificially created, computer-generated world replacing the surrounding reality.

Exploratory virtual reality – choice and restricted content management is possible out of the proposed audiovisual scenarios and versions.

Interactive virtual reality – virtual reality implemented to the full extent. The user is provided a full range of management opportunities, which he or she could and would want to use, if he or she would actually be present in the created artificial world.

Cyberspace

The term is used to denote the discrete world model (virtual reality) created in a computer network (including the internet). The word “cyberspace” (from cybernetics and space) was coined by the science fiction novelist and seminal cyberpunk author William Gibson in his 1982 story “Burning Chrome” and popularized by his 1984 novel “Neuromancer”.

Interaction between people, commerce, and other realities in computer networks, namely, in a form of electronic messages and online commercial services, Cyberspace with its differing locations of interaction is to be considered omnipresent [12].

Cyberspace and virtual communities – cyberspace encourages creation of “virtual communities”, based on shared interests. The activities of these communities are not affected by national geographic boundaries and freedom of speech prevails there, which is not the case for many parts of the world. Online, every user is a potential publicist, free of control that monitors printed and broadcast media [13].

According to Chip Morningstar and F. Randall Farmer, cyberspace is the computational medium in cyberspace is an augmentation of the communication channel between real people; the core characteristic of cyberspace is that it offers an environment that consists of many participants with the ability to affect and influence each other. They derive this concept from the observation that people seek richness, complexity, and depth within a virtual world [14].

In current usage the term “cyberspace” stands for the global network of interdependent information technology infrastructures, telecommunications networks and computer processing systems. As a social experience, individuals can interact, exchange ideas, share information, provide social support, conduct business, direct actions, create artistic media, play games, engage in political discussion, and so on, using this global network.

The term has become a conventional means to describe anything associated with the Internet and the diverse Internet culture. The United States government recognizes the interconnected information technology and the interdependent network of information technology infrastructures operating across this medium as part of the US National Critical Infrastructure [15].

When analyzing various terms of the concept “environment” in various scientific fields, as well as concepts, which are most directly related to the concept “electronic environment”, the authors have come to the following conclusions:

- Electronic environment – is created during the process of mutual interaction between various elements (computer networks, computers and other digital devices and parameters characterizing them, information technologies, internet, information, information carriers, users – natural and legal entities, legislation, etc.).
• The existence of e-environment cannot be affected by (cannot depend on) separate elements (a person, a computer, and so on), it operates independently and on its own.

• Various elements can join and leave the electronic environment at any time and any place. E-environment does not depend on time or geographic boundaries.

• Electronic environment exists in both online and offline mode. After a user, a device, etc. disconnects from the electronic environment, it continues functioning (e.g., information exchange on the internet, information storage on carriers, among other).

• The society interacts with the e-environment similar to the way it interacts with the surroundings, geographic and other environment.

• The e-environment is both tangible and intangible environment, because a part of elements belonging to it can be physically perceived (computers, devices, data carriers, etc.), while others are intangible (information, data, internet, etc.).

• The quality of sovereignty and independence of information in the e-environment – once posted information remains in electronic environment practically forever. The electronic environment features high speed of information circulation.

The authors of the article have particularly studied the meaning of the concept “cyberspace” within the context of electronic environment, and as a result have come up with a lexicographic presentation of the concept, schematically portrayed in Figure 1.

In the analysis, as well as when analyzing the outcome of the research about the electronic environment, the authors of the article express an opinion that cyberspace and electronic space are synonymous concepts.

The authors believe that the difference between the concepts lies in their use: the concept “electronic environment” is used in a broader society, however when speaking, in effect, about the electronic environment, the concept of “cyberspace” appears, used by a narrower circle of people. The authors propose to employ also the term “cyberenvironment”, which combines both concepts.

To examine the statements regarding the electronic environment, the authors of the article organized a focus group.

The focus group included 19 participants, foreign students studying at the Riga Technical University. The age of the focus group members of both genders ranged from 22 to 28. All focus group members are representatives of NET Generation [16]. This target audience was deliberately selected because representatives of NET Generation are those, who most actively use the electronic environment and who know it well.

The authors’ addresses Don Tapscott classification [17], according to which consumers were grouped taking into account their participation on the e-market:

1. Pre-Boom generation – people born before December 1945.


3. X generation includes people born between 01.1965 and 12.1976. Significant influence of this generation on public culture commenced during the eighties and reached the peak of influence during the nineties.


5. NEXT generation – born between 01.1998 and now.

The focus group members were presented with 10 discussion questions about the electronic environment and cyberspace. The discussion lasted for 2 hours. It was divided in two stages. During the first stage, the participants were divided into two groups and at the end of discussion, the group presented their opinion.
The opinions of the two groups of participants about what is an electronic environment and what is cyberspace differed during the first stage. Two opinions formed as a result of the first discussion stage: “cyberspace is a part of e-environment” and “e-environment is a part of cyberspace”.

During the second discussion stage, the participants were asked to determine e-environment elements for one group and cyberspace elements for the other group. Participants of two groups gave nearly the same content elements for both concepts and afterwards concluded that they have been talking about the same thing, only referring to it by using two different terms – cyberspace or electronic environment.

As a result, all focus group members concluded that e-environment is a synonymous concept to that of cyberspace. Thus, they confirmed the assumption of the report authors, namely, that the said concepts are synonyms and they differ only in their application.

4. CONCLUSIONS

To sum up, the authors of the article conclude that the concept “electronic environment” in its essence is a very close concept to that of “cyberspace”. The electronic environment and cyberspace consist of several constituent elements. Elements of e-environment are information, computers, internet, various devices and gadgets, software and hardware, as well as e-commerce, e-business, e-marketing, etc.

The difference between e-environment and cyberspace concerns only the fields of their use – the concept “e-environment” is used by a larger part of the society, including entrepreneurs, institutions, and users. The concept of “cyberspace” is more used in practice by specialists of math, cybernetics, and other sciences. The research results help the entrepreneurs and the society in general to bring clarity to the essence of the “e-environment” concept and its use in various contexts, which mention and use this concept.

The authors of the article encourage scientists to research the concepts in more detail with an aim to specify the fields and opportunities of using these concepts. In line with the research outcome, the authors suggest to introduce the term “cyberspace” in practical use as an alternative concept.
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